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Theory of nonlocal electromagnetic fluids 

B. M. McCA Y and M. N. L. NARASIMHAN (OREGON) 

A coNTINuUM theory of nonlocal electromagnetic viscous fluids is proposed. Nonlocal and 
local balance laws and jump conditions are obtained. Using a Clausius-Duhem thermodynamic 
inequality which encompasses nonlocal effects specific forms of the constitutive equations 
including the electromagnetic stress and energy are derived for dynamic nonrelativistic systems. 
A complete linear constitutive theory with thermodynamic restrictions on the material coeffi
cients is developed along with the associated field equations and boundary conditions with 
a view to facilitate practical applications of the theory. 

Zaproponowano kontynualnll teoric; nielokalnej, elektromagnetycznej cieczy lepkiej. Otrzymano 
nielokalne i lokalne warunki r6wnowagi i warunki niecillglo~i. Wykorzystujllc termodynamicznll 
nier6wnosc Clausiusa-Duhema uzglc;dniaj~q efekty nielokalne, wyprowadzono szczeg61ne 
postacie r6wnan konstytutywnych zawierajllce naprc;zenia elektromagnetyczne i energic; w przy
padku nierelatywistycznych ukJad6w dynamicznych. Rozwinic;to pelnll teoric; konstytutywnll 
wraz z ograniczeniami termodynamicznymi dotycZilcymi wsp6lczynnik6w materialowych, 
a takie r6wnania pola stowarzyszonego i warunki brzegowe z myslll o ulatwieniu zastosowan 
praktycznych przedstawionej teorii. 

llpe,zmo>l<eHa J<OHTHHYaJibHaH TeopH.R HeJIOJ<aJibHOH, 3JieJ<TpOMarHHTHOH B.R3J<OH >KH.lU<OCTH .. 
llonyqeHhi HeJIOJ<IlJibHbie u JIOJ<a.ru.Hhie ycnosu.R paBHoBecH.R u ycnoBH.R p83pLma. McnoJib3y.R 
TepMO~HHilM~AecJ<oe HepaBeHCTBo Knay3uyca-.[(JoreMa, yqHTLIBaro~ee HeJIOJ<&JibHhie ~~J<
J<Tbi, Bhme~eHbi liiCTHbie B~I onpe~eJI.Rro~ux ypaBHeHHH:, co~ep>~<aawue 3JieJ<TpoManmT
Hbie Hanp.R>I<eHH.R u 3Hepnuo B cnyqae,HepeJI.RTHBHCTHllecJ<HX ~HHilMHlleCJ<HX cucreM. P83-
BuTa llOJIHa.R onpe~eJI.RIO~a.R TeopH.R COBMeCTHO C TepMO~HHilMHlleCJ<HMH OrpaHHlleHH.RMH,. 
J<8CaiO~HMHC.R MaTepHaJibHblX 1<03~~HJ.UleHTOB, a TaJ<>I<e ynpaBHeHH.R 8CCOJ.U1HpOB8HHOI'O 
noJI.R u rpaHHliHhie ycnoau.R c QeJibiO o6nerlleHH.R npaJ<THqecKux npuMeHHH: npe~crasneHHoH:_ 
Teopuu. 

1. Introduction 

IN RECENT years nonlocal continuum mechanics has been rapidly emerging as a most 
powerful field aimed at bridging the gap between the microscopic and macroscopic theories. 
of matter. Early developments in the field of nonlocal theories of mechanics include those · 
due to ERINGTN [1, 2], KRONER [3], KuN N [4, 5], EDELEN [6], and EDELEN and LAWS [1J-

It is well known that classical continuum mechanics does not have the necessary mech-· 
anism to explain physical phenomena involving materials whose response to certain 
applied stimuli are dominated by their internal structures. For example, the dispersive 
character of plane waves such as Rayleigh surface waves in materials, the phenomena of 
surface tension, surface energy, optical branches of the dispersion curve, the state of stress 
at a crack tip in a material, secondary flows and turbulence fail to find rotational expla
nations through classical continuum mechanics. ERlNGEN [1, 2] has shown that in order
to explain such phenomena, it is not necessary to address the atomic nature of materials 
for such discrepancies. Instead one can fruitfully pursue the nonlocal continuum mechanica-l 
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.approach which is capable of meeting the challenges at the atomic scale while still remaining 
within the basic continuum framework. 

The present status of nonlocal continuum mechanics has been enriched by the con
struction of a nonlocal thermodynamics and rational constitutive theory on an axiomatic 
foundation by ERINGEN [8]. A variational approach fo~ nondissipative cases (elasticity) , 
was provided by EoELEN and LAws [7], and ERJNGEN and EDELEN [9]. Theories of polar 
nonlocal continua, nonlocal elasticity, nonlocal fluid dynamics, nonlocal microfluid dy
namics, _ nonldcal continuum thermodynamics, nonlocal memory dependent materials, 
nonlocal electromagnetic elastic solids, nonlocal theory of fracture mechanics, especially 
the important problem of state of stress at the ~rack tip in a material; and nonlocal elasticity 
and waves were developed by ERINGEN in a series of papers [2, 9-1 ~]. These works, apart 
from containing the theoretical developments, also demonstrate th~ appliCations to practi
cal problems of interest. Furthermore, they provide for methods of determining the non-

. iocal material coefficients by comparing the theoretically predicted results such as those 
involving wave dispersion, with lattice dynamical or experimental results. 

The importance of nonloca.l effects in electromagnetic interactions with deformable 
materials has been explored for elastic solids (cf. ERINGEN [14]) as mentioned aboye. This 
work, to the present, develops a general constitutive theory for solids based on nonlocal 
.continuum mechanics, with no corresponding work existing for fluids. 

The aim. of the present paper is to establish a nonlocal continuum theory for electro
magnetic fluids. In Sects. ~and 4 the balance laws for the nonlocal theory and ~he entropy 
·inequality are presented.-rrUpon developing the general constitutive theory and subsequent 
~Constitutive relations arising from the Clausius-Duhem inequality in Sect. 5, we then 
derive a linear constitutive theory and in Sect. 6, the field equations are obtained for pur- · 
poses of practical applications. 

A special feature of our present work is, besides developing the .constitutive theory 
for nonlocal electromagnetic fluids, the derivation in Sect. 5, of a complete set of thermo
dynamic restrictions on the material coefficients characterizing the electromechanical 
constitution of fluids. These restrictions on the material coefficients are expected to serve 
as useful informations in seeking meaningful experimental verifications of theoretically 
predicted results. A practical application of the theory developed here to the problem 
of dispersion of Reyleigh surface waves in dielectric fluids is scheduled for a forthcoming 
publication. 

2. Balance laws 

In formulating the mechanical and thermodynamic balance laws for a nonlocal con
tinuum capable on interacting the electromagnetic fields, we shall incorporate the electro
magnetic interactions through the linear momentum density, the body force density, energy 
fiux vector, and internal energy density (all of which, ip general, include both mechanical 
and electromagnetic effects). The total energy density is incorporated in such a w~y that 
t~ r~te of production of entropy is equal to the total energy flux of the material minus 
fhe ·Poynting vector (GROT· [17]}; as viewed in a frame moving with the material divided 
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by the temperature. To these laws it is necessary to add the balance laws of Gauss~ Faraday, 
and Ampere, the conservation of magnetic flux, and the conservation of charge. Although 
these laws are extremely general, it must, however, be noted that they are not adequate 
for a complete description of such phenomena as magnetic spin interactions.. In the present 
work we exclude such phenomena and restrict ourselves to a nonrelativistic case valid 
for small material velocities, v, as compared to the speed oflight in a vacuum, (v2 fc 2 ~ 1). 
Following ERINGEN [14], the balance laws for a nonlocal electromagnetic material are 
written down in the following localized· form: 

Coasenatloo of mass 

(2.1) 
in 'li-a, 

Balance of Unear IIIOIIlelltuiD 

(2.2) . 
~t+e(f-v-g) = e(v+g)-ef, in'{)-(], 

(tl-e(v+g) (vk-uA:)+fA:)nk = 0, on a. 

· Balauce of moment of momentum 

I P,kxtl-evxg = epxi-ef. inV-0', 

leP x {tl- (v+g) (vk ..:..u")} +JA:)n~c = 0, on a. 
(2.3) 

Conservation of energy 

(2.4) 

• • A A ,.. ·( l ) 
ee-eg· v+tl· V.~:-q~k-eh = eh:-ev· f-e e+TV 2

-V' g' 

[t · v+q•-e ( •+ -}v2
) (.,t -u•)+h•] "• = 0, on a. 

Faraday's law 

1 1 " 
Vxl+~ B* = --b, in v-a, 

- c c 
(2.5) 

[E++uxB+E ]x n = 0, on a, 

Ampere's· law 

1 l l " 
Vx.1f--D*- -- t! = --J, in v-a, - c c - c-

[ H--.,l_uxD+iJ ]x n = 0, on a. 

in v-a, 
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Gauss's law 

(2.7) 
V· D-q = q, in v-:-a, 

" (D+D) · n = 0, on a. 

Conservation of magnetic flux 

(2.8) 
V. B =m, in V-(], 

(B+B) · n = 0, on a. 

Consenatfon of charge 

(2.9) 
V oq ( " · .f+Tt+V· qv)= a, in v-a, 

Lf +E)· n = 0, on a, 

where e- mass density, q- electromagnetic momentum density, tk- stress vector, 
qk- total energy flux vector, h- energy density supply, q- free charge density, p
position vector, v- velocity vector, f- total body force density (per unit mass), e- total 
energy density, and 

(2.10) 
1 

S::E+-vxB, - c 
1 

.tf = H ...... - vxD, - c ,I= Jf -qv, 

where E- electric field, H- magnetic field, D- electric displacement vector, B- mag
netic induction vector, Jf- free current density vector, c- speed of light in a vacuum. 
A vector carrying an asterisk as a superscript is given by the following expression for its 
convected derivative, for example, 

where 

(2.1I) 

B* _ oB Bv --+ - at ' 

B = (V· B)v+ V x (B x v). 

We introduce the following relationships for further reference: 

(2.12) 

D = E+P, B = H+M, 
I 

!!):=D+ - vxH, - c 

I 
f!J = B- -- vxE, 

1 
9 = P- - - vxM - - c , - c 

1 
.A=M+ - - vxP, ·- c 

where P- polarization vector, M- magnetization vector. 
In the above balance laws (2.1) to (2.9), vis the configuration of the body and a a sur

face of discontinuity sweeping across the body with velocity u and whose normal is n. The 
electromagnetic laws are expressed in Heaviside-Lorentz units. 
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The material points of the body in the undeformed state are determined by a set of 
rectangular coordinates XK, K = 1, 2, 3. At time t the motion carries XK to the spatial 
points x", k = 1 , 2, 3 under the continuous mapping 

(2.13) 

which possesses continuous first-order partial derivatives with respect to X and t. Futher
more, we require that 

(2.14) 

so that Eq. (2.13) possesses a unique inverse given by 

(2.15) 

for all points of the body, except possibly a countable set of singular surfaces, lines and 
points. 

The summation convention over repeated indices is employed and a subscript comma 
shall denote partial differentiation. A superposed dot denotes material time-rate, for exam
ple, 

(2 .16) 
ov(x, t) 

v." =-~-ox" 
. De oe " e =- = -+e "v 

Dt Dt · 

The nonlocal residuals e,e",f,f",I,l",h,h",b,E,H,B,D;E,q,m, and a. are 
introduced to account for the effects of fields at all other points of the body on the point 
for which the localized balance laws are written. We require that the integrals of these 
residuals, defined over their manifolds of definition, vanish, that is 

J (e, ei, ef, eh, q, m, a)dv = o, 
V-a 

(2.17) 

C1 

J (b, j) · da = 0, J (:E, ii) · kds = 0. 
S-y i' 

The integral in Eq. (2.17h is taken over an open material surface S (enclosed within a clos
ed curve ~) which is being swept by a discontinuity curve y having the velocity u, and 
k is the unit tangent vector on y; da and ds are, respectively, the elements of area and 
length. 

The (nonlocal) current density residual j is given by 

(2.18) j = j1 +qv. 

The physical significance of. the localization residuals can be interpreted from the 
equations in which they appear. For example, e is the mass residual which represents the 
rate at which mass is created or destroyed at the point x due to the effects of all other 
material points occupying P-a. Such phenomena could occur either through chemi9al 
reactions, through the existence of quasi-particles (e.q. electrons, excitons, phonons) or 
through dissociation, ionization, and fracture of the subelements of the body [18]. We 
may interpret i as the nonlocal body force at the point x due to the long-range intermo-
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lecular forces produced by all other points of the body (e.g. gravitational, electromagnetic 

attractions). The surface residual ? is associated with the production or destruction of 
mass in crossing the surface a. The electromagnetic residuals introduced by ERINGEN (14) 
have similar interpretations. Here q is the induced nonlocal charge at the point x due to 
the charges throughout the body at all other points. Similarly, m (if it exists) is the magnetic 
pole strength induced at x by the rest of the body, while b represents the nonlocal magnetic 
induction . 

3. Second law of thermodynamics 

The fundamental thermodynamic law can be stated in the form of a generalized Clau
sius-Duhem inequality. Following GROT and ER!NGcN [19], we assume physically that the 
entropy production rate in the body with electromagnetic constitution is equal to the total 
energy flux minus the "Poynting vector", c~ x £' divided by the absolute temperature 
8. The vector c~ x £' has the interpretation that it reduces to the "Poynting vector" 
when the body is at rest. Thus the global form of the Clausius-Duhem inequality takes the 

form 

(3.1) zt I end~+ f ~- (q -c~ x~) . da- I {(eh+ Jo. ~)dv ~ o. 
u-o .9'-o 11-o 

Here n is the entropy density per unit mass and .I 0 is the external current source. It must, 
however, be noted that although the above fonn of the second law is extremely general , 
it does not el)compass such phenomena as magnetic spin interactions and polarization 
gradient effects. The surface integral in Eq. (3.1) is taken over the surface!/ bounding the 
body. 

Now localizing Eq. (3.1) we obtain 

(3.2) 

. [1 ] I A I A en+ V · 0 ( q-c~ x ~ - 0 (eh+ .1 o · ~)+en - 0 es ~ o, 

[ e'1(,. -u')- ~ (q -C.8' X J!")'-··l n, ;;. 0. on (J. 

in v 7 a, 

where sands" are entropy localization residuals subject to 

(3.3) 
f}-0 

Using Eqs. (2.5)1 and (2.6)h in order to simplify the second term in Eq. (3.2)ttand 
introducing 

(3.4) 
'1' = e-On, 1p = '1' -v· g, 

.I = . .1-.I o; Q = q-c~ x t{' 
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where Pis the Helmholtz free-energy density, Eq. (3.2)1 may be written as 

r!'- • . l.u.: (I) I - 0 (VJ+ v ·_g+O'])+ O ,. · v,k+Q ·V O + O (~ · D* +Jf' · B*) 
(3.5) 

- g_ f. v- _g_ (:m+ -~v2 ) + _ _!_ G · 7 + _!_ (G ·,; -Jr · b)+ _g_ (h -s) ~ o, 
(} (} ' T 2 (} - - (} - - -- (} 

·inv-0" 

which becomes the generalized Clausius-Duhem inequality. 

4. Constitutive equations 

In this section we develop the constitutive theory for a general class of nonlocal electro
magnetic fluids in which the mass production and heat conduction are not appreciable,. 
that is, 

(4.I) e = o, Q = o. 
In order .to formulate a constitutive theory for a general class of nonlocal electromagnetic 
fluids, an appropriate pair of independent electromagnetic quantities must be chosen 

as constitutive variables. In view of certain invariance (Galilean) requirements that the 
nonlocal electromechanical constitutive functionals are required to satisfy (which wilT 
be discussed later in our work), and under the nonrelativistic "v2 /c2 approximationn 
(that is, v2 /c 2 ~ I), it is convenient to choose . (~, .@)as our independent electromagnetic 
quantities (cf. ERINGEN [14]). For a nonlocal electromagnetic solid, the constitutive func
tionals depend on the following strain measures, at all points X', of the body: 

(4.2) 

x'(X') = x(X', t)-x(X, t) = x' -x, 

X~(X') = x:K-x,K = ox'foXK--oxfiJXK, 

A~(X') = x:K. x', c~L(X') = x:K. x~. 

CKL(X) = x, K. x. L• 

r~(X') = ~(x', t)-~(x, t) = f!l' -f!_, 

d~(X') = @(x', t) -~(x, t) = ~' -@, 

where x' is the image point of X' in the deformed body, as also xis the image of X in the 
deformed body. 

Since Stokesian fluids are defined (ERINGEN [10]) as materials which accept every 
frame of reference leaving density unchanged as the material frame, we need · to obtain 
the material time-rates of the strain measures in Eq. (4.2) by applying the limit X'-+ x', 
X-+ x with e fixed. We obtain 

(4.3) 

x'-+ x' -x, x'-+ v' -V, X~-+ 0, 

AK-+ x~ -xk, i~-+ v~ -v.k, 

~~L-+ 0, 

CKL-+ <5kl• 

<i~L-+ Yk,(x') = Y~1 = vk,z-vk,l• 

CKL-+ 2dki(X) ::: Vk,l+'l,lz,k, 

r~-+ r' = ~, -f!l, t~-+ r' = 1i' -~, 
il.~ -+ d' = @_' -@_, 4~ -+ Li' = @_' -@_, 
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where 611 is the Kronecker delta, and the pri{lles· on the Eulerian field quantities indicate 
that they are evaluated at x', while those without primes denote that they are evaluated 
at x. For example, 

(4.4) 
V = Y{X, t), v' = V{x', t), £f = £f(x, t), a' = a(x', t), 

{J~ = {J1{x', t), etc. 

We will follow similar notations throughout the rest of the paper, for the sake of brevity. 
·In the above measures the point x is any local point of interest chosen in the body, while 
x' is any surrounding point in the same body. Thus we are motivated to define the nonlocal 
electromagnetic fluids by the constitutive equation of the form · 

(4.5) v;(x, t) = '1'(3, 3'), 

where 'P is a scalar-valued function (Helmholtz free-energy density) of the variables in 
.3 and a functional of the nonlocal variables in 3' defined below. 3 and 3' are, respectively 
the ordered sets: 

(4.6) 

where 

(4.7) 

3 = {d, ~' f!, ~' fl, ~- 1 , 0}, 
3' = {r'- 1

, ~', y', r', i'',d',A'}, 

The other response functionals t, g, e, TJ, ~' Jff and the conduction current 

Jc = Jl-.fo . 

are assumed to be of the form given by Eq. (4.5) by the axiom of determinism and equi
presence. Although the mechanical variables defined in 3 and 3' are obJective under 
arbitrary time-dependent transformations of frames of reference, the electromagnetic 
-quantities are not. However, under the group of Galilean transformations defined by 

(4.8) x* = Rx+v0 t+ b0 , t* c::: t-a, 

for some constant a, where R is a time-independent orthogonal transformation, that is, 
RRr = RrR =I, det R = ± 1, and v0 is a constant velocity vector and b0 is some ar
bitrary constant vector, it can be readily verified that~ and fl transform under Eq. (4.8) as 

{4.9) ~· = R~, ~· = ~ 
and are therefore form invariant under Eq. (4.8). In like manner, all variables in 3 and 3' 
can be shown to be Galilean-invariant. In view of Eq. (4.1) the entropy inequality (3.5) 
becomes 

(4.10) - ~ (~+ v · g+~)+-} tl· v.t+ ~ ~ · D*~J'f · B*) 

+_!_8 · 7-.!_( . v+-!_~·l-Jf'·b)+ ._g_(h-s)~ 0 in f)-(1. 
O-- 0 0 - 0 

Now assuming that 1p possesses continuous first order partial derivatives with respect 
to dkl, a., £1~;, ~k, ~"' ~- 1 and 0 and the Frechet partial derivatives with respect to 
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r'- 1
, {J~, y~, Fi, ft, L1t and Li~, continuous of order zero, and using Eqs. (4.5)-(4.7), 

we calculate ~ which yields 

_._ o1p • . iJ1p • aV' •• otp • iJ1p •• 
(4.11) 1p = ~d- dkl+.-.- dlt+ ~IS dlt+ ~ ~lh\ !!jk+ - .-!'Jk 

· V kl iJdlk V""&: V::Uk i)!'Jk 

+ ai·-e~• + ~~ 0+ J d~• (,3, 3'; l)r;_. (l)dfl(l) 
v-a 

+ J [ !p": (J, 3'; l)Pt(A)+ :~ . (.3, 3'; A)Yir(A)l dv'(l) 
le . urtd . •- a 

+ J [ d'j:' (J, J' ; l)F~(l)+ ... + 
6~, (3, 3;; l)4t(l)] dv'(l), 

v-a A: d/1&: ' . 

where djd{J denotes Frechet differentation aQd the functional gradients appearing in the 
integrals are also functions of a vector l. Using the equation of continuity (2.1)., with 
e· = 0, we have 

(4.12) 

while we may also write 

a"' . 1 ( ·. ~"' 01p ) _!.___ 

<4.t3) ada:, da:, = 2 ad"' + ·ada:, fla:.l· 

Using Eq. (4.13) along with Eqs. (4.12), (2.10)3, and (2.17) in Eq. (4.11), and then substi
tuting the result into the entropy inequality (4.10), we have 

(4.14) _ _g_(~+ a'~'-)o+_g_[-Jt _ _!__,1(q+q)+f ~ vA: ,--1 
ea:1 (E,H 

8 a8 8 e d{J; · ec "' "' 

+i,H,.)] "•- : (g.- J ~) V1+ ! lt11 -&11 -B'Jf'1 -d11 (-a;• -I,.D,. 

-Jf',.B,.-J d~')]v, .• -: H-UJ., + ::,.)-J d~,];.>: {a~. 
- ~ - _!__ JrA:) £f"-!- (:!Y_-- J ~ -_!_c~t) !!i"- _g_ ( a! - J ~, ) ~A: dr" e 8 a!!j" aJ" e 8 aaa: dr" 

_ _g_( a! - f mp. )~a:-~~+_!_8t(J{-.Iot)+_!__ (8,){-Jftbt) 
8 iJ!IJ" . 6L1~ 8 8 8 

+ : (h -s)+O(v2 /c2
) ~ o, in fJ -a, 

where 

(4.1 S) 

4 Arch. Mecb. Stos. nr 3/81 
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and for brevity we have written, for example, 

(4.16) f :;i = f :;i (3', 3; >.)dv'(A). 
v-a 

Multiplying Eq. (4.14) by 8 and integrating over the volume v-a eliminates the terms 
h and s by applying Eqs. (2.I6) and (3.3). Because of the form invariant nature of the consti
tutive functionals and residuals they cannot depend on the quantities 8, Vt, v1 , v;, 1, 

£f", j"' g;" and ijt, which are not form invariant under Eq. (4.8). Neglecting the terms 
of O(v2 jc2) the volume integral of.inequality (4.14) mul~iplied by 8 is linear in these quan
tities, and ther\!fore cannot be maintained for all J)ossible variations of these quantities 
unless 

(4.17) 

a, J~d I 
---;- = ~Li~ f) ' 
a~" .. o-a 

and 

I . I 1 A A(}" (}A" 
(4.18) {folttflt,t+Oti"(J{-J"ot+(j(ltJ{-Jt""b")-BDh+O(h-s);?; 0, in v-a, 

where 

(4.19) 
I . • . 

ultt = 81Dii+Jif1B"-2(!_·D+Jif·B)6"'' 

I 
ith = T~ · D+Jt' ·B). 

The above permissible shortcut leads to the .analogous results as obtained by utilizing 
the technique employed by EoELEN and LAws [7], (cf. ERJNGEN [8], p. 254). We have thus 
proved: 

THEOREM • . The constitutive equations of nonlocal electromagnetic fluids are thermody
namically admissible if and only if Eqs. (4.I7), (4.I8) and (4.I9) are satisfied. 

From Eq. ( 4.I7)2 it is clear that foi non local electromagnetic fluids the nonlocal force 
f does not vanish. 

Using Eqs. (4.17) and (4.19) the energy equation (2.4) may be written as 
A A A 

(4.20) -(Dt(ti}+Nt(tl} ~A(h6~~;,)da;r+(}(fW, -g. v)+Jf. B+~. D+ev. f+ (Dh -h -h) = 0, 
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where parentheses enclosillg subscript-indices indicate symmetrization, for example, 
. 1 . 

Dt(ld) E 2 (Dttl + Dtkl) • 

We now require the energy equation (4.20) to be invariant under ail rigid motions (4.8), 

Since 1p, and hence 1J ~nd ~ are invariant as can be seen from Eq. (4.17)h and,;"'' Mitt 

and dtl are invariant, SO are Df(l:l)dtl and Mf(tl)dkl aS WeiJ aS the scalar prodUCtS in e<J. 
(4.20). Moreover, since the energy source his considered invariant, we must have 

A A A A 

(4.21) h = ho+»h+v· f, 

where h0 is a scalar-valued constitutive functional of the same type as 1p, satisfying the same 
invariance requirements under Eq. (4.8). Thus· we may write the energy equation as 

(4.22) e8~-(Dt<to+Mt<"o-;,hd",)d",+Jt'· B+~· D-.e(v· g+h-ho) = o. 
The nonloeal residuesh and hare thus determined by Eqs. (4.17h and (4.21) to within 

a cl~ss of scalar-valued functions h0 obeying the constitutive axioms of the theory. These 
and other residuals are further restricted by the vanishing of their integrals over the body 
(Eqs. (2.16)). We do not pursue the discussion of these restrictions any further. 

For a linear constitutive theory the dissipative stress may .be written as 

(4.23) »t"1 = a~1"'"d,.,.+a~1"'£f,.+a~1"'£i ... +a~1"'!iJ,.+a~'"'!l),. 

+ f (b~1""'y,.,.+b~'"'P,.+b~"'F,.+b1'"'F,.+b~'"'L1,.+b~1"'Lf,.)dfJ', 
v-a 

where the term involving r- 1(x') has been dropped since it may be absorbed in the expres
sion for the total stress tensor which follows later in Eq. (4.26). The tensors a, i = 
= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are functions of e- 1 and 8 while all bbj = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 depend on 
e'- 1

' 8', and llx' -xi I. 
The invariance of Eq. ( 4.23) under the full orthogonal group of transformations {R} 

and translations ( 4.8) dictates that ai and b1 are isotropic. 
Now we will examine the axiom of attenuating neighborhoods in relation to materials 

with electrpmechanical constitution. It has been shown by ERINGEN [18] that the axiom 
of attenuating neighborhoods is one of the basic axioms of nonlocality governing therm9-
mec~nical materials. This axiom is based on the fact that for a material with thermome
chanical constitution the nonlocal interactions at a material point x due to all surrounding 
points x' of the material die out rapidly as the distance llx~- xll increases. In our case we 
have a fluid with electromechanical constitution. At first sight it might seem that the axiom 
of atten\lating neighborhoods for materials with electromechanical constitution may be 
violated in view .of possible distant electromagnetic influences that may occur. But if 
one recalls that there are no external electromagnetic fields acting on the fluid in our 
case~ . then one finds that there is no physical reason to suppose that the mechanical ·and 
electromagnetic constituents of the medium would individually exhibit uncoupled respon
ses. Thus it seems logical to expect that the overall behavior of the material is dictated 
only by the resultant coupled electromechatlica] constitution and not by mechanical re
sponses separated from the electromagnetic responses. Now if one invokes the axiom of 
attenuating neighborhoods to- such materials, the interpretation of this axiom would 

4* 
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lie in the fact that it is not the electromagnetic effects that are confined to small neighbor
hoods but it is the resultant electromechanical interactions that are confined to small 
neighborhoods of the local point x. This will permit one tp ignore all of the higher order 
small terms O(llx'- :xll2) to obtain a linear constitutive theory, · both in the nonlocal ma
terial coefficients and the constitutive equations. As a consequence in the linear theory the 
non local material coefficient tensors a1 and b1 reduce to: 

(4.24) 

a~'"' = 0 = b''"', 2 ~ i ~ 5, 2 ~ j ~ 6, 

a~'"'" = At ~u ~~~~~~+f.' 1 ( ~'"" ~'" + ~t" ~'"')' 
b~'""' = A~ ~u~"'"-f:-p;(~t"'~'"+ ~t.~'"'), 

and hence the ~ electomagn~tic quantities drop out from the . s~ress constitutive equation 
in the linear theory. 

Letting 

(4.25) 

and using Eq. (4,19)h it follows from Eq. (4.23) that 

(4.26) tld = ( -:rr-Mh+Avd,,)~tt+2p.vdtt+Mitt+ J [(u'+A~d;,.)~tr+2,u;d~,]dv', 
ll-11 . 

where 

(4.27) :rr = O'IJ u' - btf - ae-1 ' = ~r'-1 . 

To obtain the linear constitutive expressions for .1f and~ we assume that the free-energy 
'P to have a constitutive make-up involving linear functionals. To this end we take 

(4.28) 'P = 'Po+ J ('P~Ft+'P~i'~+tpfL1t+'P:L1i+V'lP~+~1y~)dv', 
l!-11 

where 

'Po = 'Po(.3) . = 'Po(~, ri_' ~" ~' d, e-1
' 8), 

(4~29) tp' = tf, (~', rM', ~', iJ', d', e'- 1
, ()', llx'·-xll), i ~ I, 2, ... , 5, 

tn"1 - tllkl(£1' £1. ·, . ~' fJ' d' n'-l ()' l'lx' -xll)' 
T6 - ~6 '-=. ' _ ' ~ ' -- ' ' 10:' . ·t ' . ' 

or a completely linear theery 1/'t· and ~ are takeJt in the form 

. kta _.J:,U 11» . 1;-,i ''d 'Po = cxlat+cx2.-.t+CX3;ut+a4;ut+as "' . . . 

. · ( l Rllta · (111~ Rklt» Rll~ · Rll•d · ) ~ ·· + 2~-'la,+ 2.-.,+,.,3;ul+f'4;ul+~s ,;,. at, 

(4.30) i = I, 2; 3, 4, 5, 
11 · kl111~' aoAI•~' · 11,;,~, · kl•m'' ·1111111·d' 

'1'6 = 1'61 a,..+Y62 a,..+y63 ;u,.+y64;u,..+Y6s · "'"' 

where in 'f/JQ only the pertinent ·quadratic teJ,"ms have been included. U:sing .Eq. (4.30) in 
Eq. (4.28) and .letting 

(4.31) Jf1'1 = 11_e~, 
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while dropping the prime in 3f''" for convenience and setting · 

at'= P~~- . f-<r~~+rrf~dv', i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 

(4.32) 
v-a 

a-v 

the linear constitutive equation for 3f' is given by Eq. ( 4.17)5 : 

(4.33) '*'" = e[o1'!~,+o1'a,+a1'~l+~Pi,+~'"'d,,. 
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+ J (,,.1 £fi + Y~1i a;+ ~·1 ~~ + r1'1 ~i + 11'1 p; + rl!r di,.)dfJ'] . 
v-a 

Assuming Jft' to be isotropic under Eq. (4.8) and again applying the axiom of attenuating 
neighborhoods, the coefficients in Eq. (4.33) take the form 

i = 1~2,3,4, 
(4.34) i = 1' 2, 3, 4, 5, 

ar· = o = n'r, 
where b1 depend on e- 1 and 8, and hi depend on e'- 1

, 6, and llx' -xll. Using Eq. (4.34) 
in Eq. (4.33) yields the linear constitutive equation for 3f', 

(4.35) .1f'" = e[b,a.+b.zti"+b3~.+b4~t 

+ J <b~·~+b~a~+b;~~ +b~j; +b;p;)dv.'l· 
v-a 

Similarly, using Eq. (4.17)6 we obtain the constitutive equation for.~: 

(4.36) 8" = e(s,!f1 +s2at+s3~t+s4~t+ j (s~!l~+s;M~+s;~~+s;9J~+s;{Ji)df1'], 
v-a 

where s1 depend on e- 1 and 6, and s; depend on e'- 1
, 8', and llx' -xll. 

The linear constitutive expression for the conduction current JC = Jl-, 0 cannot be 
derived from Eq. (4.17). As dictated by th~ axiom -of equipresence· JC is assumed to be 
a vector':' valued functional given by . 

(4.37) 

Following a procedure analogous to the one for the dissipative stress yields 

(4.38) Jf = «1!111+ «2~1+ «3~"~ «4~t+ J («~ !fi+ «~M~+«;~;+ «~~l+ a;{Ji)dtJ', 
v-a 

. where 

(4.39) 
«, = «,(e-1, 8), 

«; = aj(e'-1 ,"8', llx' -xfl), 

for all I ~ i ~ 5, 1 ~ j ~ 6. 
This completes the linear constitutive theory for nonlocal electromagnetic fluids. 
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S. Tberiaedynamic restrictions 

All of the material coefficients appearil)g in Eqs. (4.26), (4.35), · (4.36), and (4.38) are 
. subject to the restrictions arising from the entropy inequality (4.18)7 Integrating Eq. (4.1~) 
over v- (] yields the classical dissipation inequality for the entire body: 

(-5.1) f.+ Dti'd",dv+ J ! ti"Jtdv + I} [tfA:J~ -~A:bt+e(h ~ Dh- s)]dv ~ 0. 
()-(J 

The above inequality is postulated to be valid for all independent mechanical as well as 
electromagnetic processes, and as a consequence the last integral in Eq. (5.1) may be set 
equal to zero without loss ofgenerality. Through Eqs. (4.26), (4.36) and (4.38), the remai
ning two integrals in Eq. (5.1) vary independently of each other. 

Considering the case where we require (point-wise satisfaction) 

(5.2) J . ~ Dt"
1d11dv ~ 0, 

()-(J 

where we assume() > 0, xields analogous results as obtained by ERINGEN [14], namely, the 
umechanical" material moduli must satisfy 

(5.3} /Ju ~ 0, /J~ ~ 0, 3).v+2Av+2p., ~ 0, 3).~+2p., ~ 0. 

We now take the first integral in Eq. (5.1) to be zero and require 

(5.4) J ! tiA:Jidv ~ 0. 
()-(J 

Demanding point-wise satisfaction of Eq .. (~ .. 5) a sufficient condition is 

(5.5) 

Using Eqs. (4.36) and (4.38), Eq. (5.5) is 'satfsfied if and only if 

(5.6) A,.J~">y~">+ J P',.,.y~l>y~<">dfJ' + ( J s~y~<">dfJ') ( J tt',.y~<t)dfJ') ~ 0, 
fl-a o-a f1-fl 

where the summation convention is applied over the repeated indices m and n, for m, n = 
= I, 2, 3, 4, 5 and the index k which is not to be summed is placed inside the parenthesis 
for example, (k) which appears in Eq. (5.6) as a superscript in each term. The various 
~erms in Eq. (5.6) have the following expressions: 

Yi"> == ~'" Yit> = iJ~;, Y~~> = 0, 

y;<lo = ~~' y~(A:) = !'i~, y;<"> = fJi, 
1 

A11111 = A11,.. = T (S111 0C11 +S11 1X,..), for m, n = I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 

(5.7) A,..5 = 0 = A5111 , m-= 1; 2, 3, 4, 5, . 

m,n = 1,2,3,4,5, 
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The. inequality (5.6) riiu~ be satiSfied 'for all independent processeS, which implies-that 
each of the following terms must separately be nonnegative: · 

(5:8) 

(5.9) 

(5:1 0) 

f P' y<1>y'<1>df1' ~ 0 
"'" m n , ::;;-- ' 

v-f! 

J s~y;.!t>dfl') ( J ct~y;;">dfl') ~ 0. 
v-a · v-a · 

First, we consider the thermodynamic restri~tions arising froin the inequality (5.8) . 
which is free from the nonlocal terms. Equation (S.8) can. be satisfied for all in~ependent 
electromagnetic processes if the coeffiCients A.,. of the quadratic form satisfy the following 
re-strictions: 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

A,,. ... ~ 0, m = I, 2, 3, 4 (no sum on m); 

Ap ~ 0, A34 ~ 0; 

A13 = 0 = A23, At4 = 0 = . .A24, 

where the underscored subscripts in Eq. (5.11) suspend the summation convention. The 
inequality (5.11) readily follows from the well-known fact thatif-a quadratic form with 
a symmetric matrix (A ..... ) is positive definite, then its diagonal elements A,.. must be non
negative. Equation (5.12) can be established as follows. It is readily seen that A1l arid 

A34 are, respectively, the coefficients of the material time-rates of ~ . £fl and ~ !?Jl in the 

quadratic form in Eq. (5.8), which represent the magnetic and electric energies stored 
in the medium. Under appropriate external electromagnetic sources, consistent with 
given physical situations, the electromagneti'c energy stored · within the medium must be 
dissipating so that 

---
(5.14) ( ~ ~:) ~ 0. (+ ~:) ~ 0. 

Hence the quadratic form ili Eq. (5.8) cannot be maintained . positive definite for all 
independent variations of the electromagnetic variables present unless the coefficients 
of the terms in Eq. (5.14), nameiy A 12 and A34 .are negative or zero which yields Eq. (5.12). 
The remaining coefficients A13 , A23 , A14 , A24 must clearly vanish for otherwise one can, 
by-cih<>osing £1" and!?}" and their material timerates arbitrarily, show that the nonnegative 
character of the quadratic form in Eq. (5.8) is violated. Hence Eq. (5.13) is established. 

·. in-view of Eq. (5.11), Eq. (5.13) is satisfied if either 

(5.15) 
ct1 = 0 = St, 

oc2 = 0 = s2 , 
or 

s3 =0=oc 3 , 

s ... = 0 = et .... 

Utilizing Ohm~s law and the fact' that ~ and !?} are related to each other in a linear fashion 
in the classical constitutive theory, we take 

(5.16) 
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and hence a 3 , s3 , a4 and s4 cannot be zero in Eq. (5.15), thus dropping the local dependen
cy of Jc and ~ on ~ and ~. 

Next, in order to analyze the integral terms in Eq. (5.9) and obtain the consequent 
thermodynamic restrictions arising from nortlocality, we need only appeal to the continuity 
of the electromagnetic field quantities and tlie axiom of attenuating neighborhoods. First 
we note that each of the terms in the quadratic form in Eq. (5.9) consists of a product 
of two fields, one a function purely of a given local point x and the other a function of an 
arbitrary surrounding point x', in the body. Thus the total fields can vary independently 
of each other. Hence the inequality (5.9) cannot be-maintained for all independent varia
tions of these "local" and "nonlocal" field quantities and their material time-rates unless 
each term in the quadratic form is separately non-negative. Thus, for example, the ~rm 

(5.17) 

draws its main contribution from a small neighborhood about x since a~ and s~ both satisfy 
the axiom of atten~ting neighborhoods. Also within a small neighborhood the continuity . 
of~ requires that~·~' ~ 0 so that Eq. (5.17) will be nonnegative if 

(S.18) 

For such a terms as 

(5.19) 
tJ-(J tJ-(J 

we expand ~, · into a Taylor series a beat x, 

(5.20) ~, = ~+ (x' -x)· V!i+O(IIx' -xll 2
) 

and ignore terms of O(llx' -xll 2) or higher. Hence 

(5.21) !?i' · !i_ ~ ~ · ~+ [(x' -x) ·V~)·~. 
It is physically reasonable · to assume under nonrelativistic conditions that for a wide class 
of materials, the spatial gradients of material rates of fields such as [!!_ within a small ncigh
oorhood of x, are small enough to permit the neglect of their products with tlx'-x!l 
in comparison with ~. Thus using this assumption we have, for example, . 
(5.22) !fl• · g,.., [(x'x)· V~·~ <C ~ • !B-g £B•) ._ 0, 

which implies that Eq. (5.19) will be nonnegative if 

· P~4 = s3 «~ + tx3 s~ ~ 0. 

Applying similar analysis to all of the integral terms in Eq. (5.9), we obtain 

P;3 ~ 0, P~ ~. 0, Pi4 ~ 0, P~3 ~ 0, 

P~t = 0 = P3l, P~t = 0 = P~2 , P~s = 0 = P;s. 

Since s3, a 3 , s" an~ a. cannot be zero as established earlier, we have 

(5.23) 
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Thus in view ofEqs. (5.16) and (5.23), we have the necessary thermodynamic restrictions 
on P~,.: 

(5.24) ' 

and all other P~,. are zero. Equation (5.24) implies the dropping of the dependency on the 
magnetic field as well as -the dependency on the nonlocal mechanical measure {J'. 

Now to study the implications of Eq. (5.10), the product of the two integrals can be 
reduced to an iterated double integral and again applying the axiom of attenuating neighbor
boods as well as the continuity of the electromagnetic variables, we find after somewhat 
lengthy, but simple calculations, that 

(5.25) 

Thus, finally the electromagnetic constitutive equations in the linear theory can be 
written as 

(5.26) 
v-a 

(5.27) 
v-a 

subject to the thermodynamic restrictions (5.11)-(5.13), (5.16), (5.23) and (5.24), which 
finally reduce to 

(5.28) s3 a3 ~ 0, s~a; ~ 0, s4 ct4 ~ 0, s~a~ ~ 0. 

Thus Eqs. (5.3) and (5.28) give the c~mplete set of thermodynamic restrictions on the 
material coefficients of the nonlocal Stokesian fluids with electromechanical constitution. 

6. Field equations 

In order to obtain the field equations of the nonlocal fluid mechanics governing the 
flow of electromagnetic fluids, we must compute the stress divergence t111 , 11 using Eq. (4.26) 
and substitute the result into the balance of linear momentum (2.2)1 • For this purpose, 
from Eq. (4.26) we have 

(6.1) ''"·a: = -n.,-Mh, ,+ A.,du,r+2p,d~;r,a:+ Mta:u: + f (a: r+ A.~.,d~a:+2p~,tdu)dv', 
v-a 

where, using Eqs. (4.35) and (4.36) in Eq. (4.19)2 gives 

(6.2) Mti:I,A: = e[s3(!!Ja:~r),ll+s4(~a:!JJI),i:+ (r~:!fr),t+ Ttr,t+!iJr,A: f (s~!i}~ + S~~t)dt1' 

where 

(6.3) 

v-a 

+!iJ1 J (s;,t~~+s~.t~~)dv'+£11,t J r~dfJ'+£11 J r~.~:dfJ'], 
o-a o-a o.-a 

I 
i'a:r = -(Jt'a:(vxE)1 -I~;('fxll),], c 

r~: = b1 M~:+b2fMt+b3!Bt+b"!!it, . 

r~ = b;~~+b~~i:+b;~~+b~~a:+b~ft. 
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:SiBce a', A;,, /4, ·s~, s~, ·and b; are functions ofllx' ---xll, we may write 

(6.4) 
oa' oa' 

a' 1 = ~~ = - --;-;--1 = -a,,, A.~,, = -Avr', etc. 
' uX · . · ux ' 

Using Eqs. (6.2) and (6.4) in Eq. (6.1) we have 

(6.5) t"'·" = -n,,-.vh,,+A.Pdu,r+2,al1d"'·t+e[s3(!'J"!'J'),"+s4(~"91');" 
+ (r"·~l),t+T"'·"]+ J { l~du, ,+ 2,u~d"'·"+e[!?l,(s~ !?/"·" +s~~t.t') 

v-a 

V-~ 

+ e(!?l, s;!?l~ + !?1, s4!?1~ + al,r~)],"dv'. 
Applying the generalized Green-Gauss theorem to the last integral in ·Eq. (6.5), we may 
write this term as 

(6.6) - f S~tda~ + J (s~)da~, 
9'-a a 

where f/' is the bounding surface of the body and 

(6.7) s~, = s~,(x', x) = a' «5"' +A.~ v,, r' «5~, + ,u~(""· r'+"'·"')+ e(!?l,s~!?l~ + !?1, s~~~ +£f,ri). 

Recalling that e = 0 in Eq._ (2.1), and substituting Eq. (6.5)into Eq. (2.2) yields the equa
tions of motion for nonlocal electromagnetic fluids: 

oe .. . 
(6.8) at t (ev")·" = 0, 

(6.9) -(n+.vh), r+{Ap+ ,Uii)Vt,tl+ ,UpfJr,""+~fs3(9)t!Jt),t+S4(!'Jt9JI),t+ (rt£fr),t+ Ttr.J 

+ J {(A;,+~)""'·"'''+ ,u'v,',t't'+e[!?l,(s;!?l"·"·+s~~"·"·)+!?l,,"(s;!'l~+s~~) 
v-a 

+£11 ,"r~]}dv'- f s~,da~+ J (t,')da~+e(f"-v"-g")-ei" = 0. 
9'-a a 

It is worth noting that the surface effects, including surface tension, surfaee·viscosities, 
and surface energies, are included in the expression (6.7) and, hence in Eq. (6.9). 

In order to derive the electromagnetic field equations, the constitutive equations rela
ting~,~ and(!_,~ must be used. From Eqs. (4.35) and (5.26) we have 

Jt' = e [ bl £f + d + J r' dv'] ' 
11-a (6.)0) 

~ = e[s3!?1+s4~t .J d'dv'), 
f)-(1 

where r' is given by Eq. (6.3h and 

(6.11) · d = b1.£f+b3 !?1 +b4!?i, d' = s;!?l' +s~!?l'. 
Now with. the use of the notation (2.ll), applying the "v2 fc 2 approximation" to each of 
the equations (2.5)h (2.6)1 , and (2.7) }\'herein Eq. (2.12h is used to substitute forD in 
terms of !?I, we obtain 

. (6.12) . . l . A 1 ( B!'J. V) 
Vx:lt' -= 7 ~+_/)+ c ·at +~ ' 
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(6·.13) 1 A 1 [ o&t · "] . Vx8 =-b-.- -=-+£1, 
~ c c at -

A l 
V·~= q+q--V· (YX~. - c ~~_.14) 

Taking the curl of Eq. (6.13), substituting for ~'from Eq. (6.10h, and using. Eq. (6.14), 

we dbtain 

{6~ 15) 

fJ-0 

The expression for the second term on the right side of Eq. (6.15) can be obtained by first 
substituting for Jt' from Eq. (6.10)1 into Eq. (6.12) and taking -o/ot of the result. Then 

upon substituting the resulting expression for ;t (V x ~into Eq. (6.15), we obtain 

o2~ A S ' 1 . .V 1 " 
(6.16) V2PJ -a.2 

!l 2 = V(q+q)+ ~V x V x!?J+ -- V+~----r- V x b 
, - ut · S3 . - (!CS3 - (!CS3 . ·. 

+ - 1
- V+ V x j + .rl'dfl' -ca.2 ~ [v x .rl x V x J r'dfl' -·~ ~- _!_ f _ _!_ 1]. es 3 - ot . - . . . c - c - c .:! 

v-a · v-a 

This is the governing equation for the field ~ where 

(6.17) rJ.2 ;::;: l/e2c2b1 s3 • 

By following an analogousprocedure one can show that the gove-rning equation for 
the field EM is · · 

(6.18) V2 ~ 2 o2 £f V" . 1 . V V .J l ;; I v· ;:}11-a. --=--= m+-- x x.,.--·-Vx:71--- x t6 - ot 2 ebl - ecbl - ecbl .:! 

I " I . J' --· -· - VxJ+-··-VxVx .. r'dfl' 
ecbl - ebl 

fJ-0 

Thus along with Eqs. (6.8) and (6.9), Eqs. (6.16) and (6.18) yield the complete set of field 
equations governing the flow of nonlocal electromagnetic fluids. 

The boundary conditions are obtainedby setting e = 0 in Eq. (2.1)2 and using Eqs·. 
· (2.5)2 through (2:9)2 • Thus, on the moving surface of discontinuity u we require the 
following jump conditions: 

(e(v-u)J·n=O, [E+ · ~ uxB+E]xu=O, 

. (6.19.) [n-+uxD+it:]xu = 0, 
A 

(D+D)·n=O, 

lB+BJ· n = o, LI+EJ· n = o. 
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We note that if all the electromagnetic terms and nonlocal terms are set to zero, Eq. 
(6.9) is nothing more than the classical Navier-Stokes equations. Furthermore, we obtain 
the classical Maxwell's equations for ft:ee space, in the rest frame, from Eqs. (6.16) and 
(6.18) by setting all of the nonlocal terms to zero and using the classical constitutive equa
tions for (H, B) and (E,D). 
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